
T2M Code Works exposes data to improve your business outcomes.

BEAT BACK THE FRUSTRATION OF THE TEAMS ADMIN CENTER.
With T2M, your data collection can expand to a full year. Analyze longer periods of your 
activity and see real trends across meaningful intervals. T2M Code Works delivers 
world-class analytics – VOICE MANAGEMENT PACK and TEAMS MANAGEMENT PACK.
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DATA IS USELESS UNLESS
IT DRIVES ACTION
Are you getting MAXIMUM VALUE from Microsoft Teams?  
Your ANALYTICS partner needs to deliver MUCH MORE than 
canned reports. You need insights.

MAXIMUM VALUE
ANALYTICS MUCH MORE

T2M Code Works
• Voice Management Pack 

helps you deliver the best 

possible audio collaboration 

experience.

• Teams Management Pack 

keeps your users organized and 

efficient, eliminates data 

clutter, and speeds access to 

the right information.

A full suite of powerful 
tools Better Together

Voice Management Pack

Teams Management Pack



Voice Management Pack
All Code Works reports are designed with action in mind. T2M helps “close the loop” quickly on the 
insights we provide. No more jumping from tool to tool to uncover root cause issues. The Voice 
Management Pack helps ensure your users are having the best possible collaboration experience 
without you being a full-time Teams administrator.

Conference Quality Report
All your meetings, big and small, are 
critical to successful collaboration. Ensure 
they are running smoothly and resolve 
issues early.

Make Teams manageable…and maximize your Microsoft investment.

Key reports for everything Teams

Creating Useful Data

Quality Trending Report
Step back to get a panoramic view of your entire 
organization. Decide where your attention is 
needed. Assess calls by location, user, OS, time of 
day or day of week.

Powerful Portal Management
The purpose-built, self-service admin tool makes 
it easy to visualize your data, apply compliance 
policies and perform meaningful day-to-day 
administration.

Location Quality Report
Break down the user’s experience based on 
locations you define. Get granular with the T2M 
subnet mapping tool and identify chronic 
trouble spots.

“Things keep changing. Nothing stays as is for long. 
Fortunately, T2M is a great partner to work with as our 
business evolves and new challenges arise. From capacity 
planning to phone call routing, T2M consistently works with 
us on today’s challenges and readies us for the future.”

Chadd Justen, Medical Solutions
Infrastructure Lead Systems Engineer



External Sharing Report
Which domains do you share data with most 
frequently? Covered by NDA? Protect 
information and close external leaks.

Usage Summary Report 
How are people using Teams? High collaboration 
modalities like meetings or just as a fancy chat 
tool? Drive adoption, encourage collaboration, 
and increase productivity with usage insights.

Duplicate Teams Report
How much confusion is introduced with 
duplicate Teams that should be consolidated? 
What is the real cost of searching multiple Teams 
for documents?

Abandoned Guest Users Report
How many people from outside have been 
added to your environment and no longer need 
access? Clean house and limit exposure.  

Elevate your Teams experience with T2M.
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Teams Management Pack
The Teams Management Pack helps you practice good Teams hygiene by keeping things 
organized and efficient, so clutter doesn’t slow down your ability to get to the right 
information quickly.

Analyze your external exposure with the Teams Management Pack and establish controls for 
sharing data. Our depth of experience and vast toolset allow you to flow between strategic 
and tactical views. T2M’s unique solutions raise the bar to maximize your Teams investment.

DATA KNOWLEDGE ACTION

Managing Outcomes

Complete the Teams Experience with Compliance Services
Combine T2M Compliance Services with Analytics and minimize unnecessary exposure. Take control of your 
O365 data with reporting and monitoring. Identify suspicious activity from flagged files, take action when users 
violate your policies and get notified in real-time of exposed private/corporate information transmissions. T2M 
helps you secure your information and ensure you're protected into the future.


